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SUNBURST CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Sunburst stud earrings with a cubic zirconia 
crystal center. Studs measure 6mm diameter. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver with 
18K gold plating). Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.

Gold: E779-G

BUTTERFLY CRYSTAL MARQUIS 
STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Butterfly shaped stud earrings with marquis 
cubic zirconia crystals. Studs measure 8mm 
wide.  Available in 18K gold vermeil. Packaged 
in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E790-G

DOUBLE CRYSTAL SWING STUD 
EARRINGS
$20 MSRP $50

Double cubic zirconia crystal earrings in a 
secure bezel setting. Top crystal measures 4mm, 
bottom crystal swings and measures 3mm. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E754-CRYS-G
Silver: E754-CRYS-S

BAR DASH CRYSTAL
STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48 

Gold: E541-G-CRYS
Silver: E541-S-CRYS
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HEART CRYSTAL OUTLINE STUD 
EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Heart outline stud earrings in a pave setting 
with cubic zirconia crystals. Studs measure 7mm 
wide. Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling 
silver with 18K gold plating) or sterling silver. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E770-G
Silver: E770-S

CIRCLE CRYSTAL OUTLINE STUD 
EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Circle outline stud earrings in a pave setting 
with cubic zirconia crystals. Studs measure 7mm 
wide. Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling 
silver with 18K gold plating) or sterling silver. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E771-G
SIlver: E771-S

TRIANGLE BEZEL CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Triangle cubic zirconia stud earrings in a bezel 
setting. Studs measure 5mm. Available in 18K 
gold vermeil and sterling silver. Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle.

Gold: E777-G
Silver: E777-S

CIRCLE OUTLINE WITH PRONG SET 
CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Circle outline stud earrings with a single prong 
set cubic zirconia crystal. Studs measure 
7mm diameter. Available in 18K gold vermeil. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E789-G
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EYE CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

All seeing eye stud earrings with a cubic zirconia 
crystal in a secure bezel setting. Measures 9mm 
wide. Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling 
silver. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E764-G
Silver: E764-S

ORION’S BELT STUD EARRINGS
$26 MSRP $65

Cubic zirconia crystals measure 1.5mm. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling
silver plated in 18K gold) or sterling silver. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold:  E735-G
Silver: E735-S 

CASSIOPEIA STUD EARRINGS
$26 MSRP $65

Named after Cassiopeia (pronounced Cassie-
oh-pee-ah), the constellation made up of 
5 stars. Cubic zirconia crystals range in size 
from 1.5mm to 3mm. Total length of earring is 
approximately 12mm. Available in 18K gold ver-
meil (solid sterling silver with 18K gold plating). 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E756-G

ARC PULL THROUGH HOOP EAR-
RINGS WITH CRYSTAL
$20 MSRP $50

Arc style earring measures 19mm length. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling sil-
ver with 18K gold plating) or sterling silver with 
a prong set cubic zirconia crystal. Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E753-G
Silver: E753-S
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HEXAGON HUGGIE CRYSTAL
HOOP EARRINGS
$23 MSRP $58

Hoop measures approximately 15mm. Available 
in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver plated in 18K 
gold) or sterling silver. Pave setting with cubic 
zirconia crystals. Packaged in our signature
glass bottle.

Gold: E744-G
Silver: E744-S

OVAL HINGED CRYSTAL
HOOP EARRINGS
$23 MSRP $58

Hoop measures approximately 18mm with a 
hinged closure. Available in 18K gold vermeil 
(sterling silver plated in 18K gold) or sterling
silver. Pave setting with cubic zirconia crystals. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle. 

Gold: E745-G
Silver: E745-S

BAGUETTE HUGGIE HOOP 
EARRINGS
$21 MSRP $53

Huggie style hoop earring measure 12mm 
round. Available in 18K gold vermeil (solid 
sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or ster-
ling silver with cubic zirconia baguette crystals. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E752-G
Silver: E752-S

PEARL 12MM HUGGIE HOOP 
EARRINGS
Price: $21 MSRP: $53

Huggie style hoop earrings with pearls measure 
12mm round. Available in 18K gold vermeil.  
Packaged in our signature glass bottle. 

Gold: E759-G-PRL
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ROUND CRYSTAL EAR CUFF
$16 MSRP $38

Cuff measures 13mm diameter and 2mm thickness.  
Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver plated 
in 18K gold). Pave setting with cubic zirconia crystals.  
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

E721-G

DOUBLE EAR CUFF WITH CRYSTALS
$19 MSRP $48

Double ear cuff features one band of solid metal 
and one band with cubic zirconia crystals.  Measures 
10mm inner diameter.  Available in 18K gold vermeil 
(solid sterling silver with 18K gold plating). Sold as 
a single, not a pair. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.

E755-G

MODERNIST BEZEL CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRINGS

Modernist design cluster of bezel set cubic zir-
conia crystals. Studs measure 11mm length. 
Cluster available in 18K gold vermeil with blue 
sapphire, emerald green and pink topaz crys-
tals. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E778-G $19 MSRP $48
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CRYSTAL HUGGIE HOOP EARRING
$21 MSRP $53

Huggie style hoop earrings measure 12mm round. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil & sterling silver. Pave 
setting with sapphire, emerald and ruby cubic zir-
conia crystals. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.

Gold + crystal: E759-G-CRYS
Silver+ crystal: E759-S-CRYS
Gold + emerald: E759-G-EME
Gold + ruby: E759-G-RUBY
Gold + sapphire: E759-G-SAP

TRIPLE BEZEL CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Three in a row. Cubic zirconia crystals in a bezel setting. 
Measures approximately 7.5mm. 18K gold vermeil or 
sterling silver. Available in sapphire, emerald, ruby and 
clear crystals. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold + crystal: E767-G-CRYS
Silver + crystal: E767-S-CRYS
Gold + ruby: E767-G-RUBY
Gold + emerald: E767-G-EME
Gold + sapphire: E767-G-SAP

CUPID’S HEART STUD EARRINGS
$20 MSRP $50

Heart shaped cubic zirconia crystal with arrow.  
Available in sapphire, ruby, emerald and clear crys-
tals. Heart measures 5mm. Overall size of stud ear-
ring is 10mm. Available in 18K gold vermeil (solid 
sterling silver with 18K gold plating). Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

Gold + sapphire: E758-G-SAP
Gold + emerald:  E758-G-EME
Gold + ruby: E758-G-RUBY 
Gold + crystal: E758-G-CRYS
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RAINBOW CRYSTAL HUGGIE 
HOOP EARRINGS 
$21 • MSRP: $53

Gold: E759-G-RAIN
Silver: E7592-S-RAIN 

RAINBOW BAR DASH  
CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS 
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E589-G 
Silver: E589-S 

HEART RUBY CRYSTAL
STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Our best selling heart crystal stud earrings 
with ruby cubic zirconia crystals. Studs mea-
sure approximately 0.25 inches. Available in 
18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver with 
18K gold plating). Packaged in our signa-
ture glass bottle.

Gold: E-PAVE-HRT-RUBY-G
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STARBURST CRYSTAL
STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E-PAVE-STRB-G
Silver: E-PAVE-STRB-S

HORSESHOE CRYSTAL
STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E561-G
Silver: E561-S

ROUND CRYSTAL
STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E564-G
Silver: E564-S

XO CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E-PAVE-XO-G
Silver: E-PAVE-XO-S

STAR AND MOON CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRING
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E-PAVE-STR-MOON-G
Silver: E-PAVE-STR-MOON-S

THUNDER MOON CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E-PAVE-BOLT-MOON-G
Silver: E-PAVE-BOLT-MOON-S

LIGHTNING BOLT CRYSTAL STUD 
EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E-PAVE-BOLT-G
Silver: E-PAVE-BOLT-S

CRESCENT MOON CRYSTAL 
STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E-PAVE-MOON-G
Silver: E-PAVE-MOON-S

STAR CRYSTAL
STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E-PAVE-STR-G
Silver: E-PAVE-STR-S

HEART CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS
$19 MSRP: $48

Gold: E-PAVE-HRT-G
Silver: E-PAVE-HRT-S
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HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS WITH GEMSTONE FUN PACK
$35 MSRP $88

This huggie hoop gemstone fun pack is like having nine different pairs of earrings in one! The hoops themselves are 
made from high-quality, durable 18k gold vermeil or sterling silver. They are lightweight and comfortable to wear all 
day, and the secure clasp ensures that they won’t fall out or get lost. 

Hoops measure 14mm diameter. Comes with 8 pairs of the following semi-precious gemstone beads: red jasper, blue 
lapis, yellow aventurine, green malachite, black and white dalmatian jasper, pink aventurine, amazonite and purple 
quartz. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E786-G-8PK
Silver: E786-S-8PK

GEMSTONE HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
$30 MSRP $68

Huggie style hoops measure 13mm round with 3mm 
semiprecious gemstones. Available in 18K gold ver-
meil (sterling silver plated in 18K gold). Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

Turquoise: E740-G-TRQ
Opal: E740-G-OPAL
Pink Opal: E740-G-PNKOP
Green Malachite: E740-G-MAL
Blue Lapis: E740-G-LAP
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FEATHERWEIGHT HOOP EARRINGS IN 
GOLD FILLED

Crafted from gold-filled tubing with a seamless closure. 
Available in 4 sizes. Made in the USA.

24MM E707-G-1 $15 MSRP $38
34MM E707-G-2 $18 MSRP $45
42MM E707-G-3 $21 MSRP $52
50MM E707-G-4 $25 MSRP $60

FEATHERWEIGHT HOOP EARRINGS IN 
STERLING SILVER

Crafted from sterling silver tubing with a seamless closure. 
Available in 3 sizes. Made in the USA.

25MM E707-S-1 $12 MSRP $30
33MM E707-S-2 $15 MSRP $38
45MM E707-S-3 $18 MSRP $45

FRESHWATER PEARL 
FEATHERWEIGHT HOOP 
EARRINGS

Freshwater pearl on a 14K gold-filled or 
sterling silver tube hoop with a seamless 
closure. 14k gold-filled measures 24mm 
outside diameter. Sterling silver measures 
25mm outside diameter.

Gold Filled
$19 MSRP $48
E708-G-PRL

Sterling Silver
$17 MSRP $43
E708-S-PRL 
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HOOK POST EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Get hooked on style with our Hook Post Earrings! These hoop 
earrings are designed to hug your earlobes perfectly, adding 
a touch of effortless charm to your look. Measuring 13mm in 
length, they feature a post with butterfly backing for secure 
and comfortable wear. Available in 18K gold vermeil or ster-
ling silver options. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E800-G  |  SIlver: E800-S

CRYSTAL BEZEL PULL THROUGH EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Experience the perfect balance of elegance and playfulness 
with our Crystal Bezel Pull Through Earrings. These hoop ear-
rings feature a pull-through style and a dazzling bezel set cubic 
zirconia crystal. Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling sil-
ver, they measure 10mm in diameter and are designed to del-
icately hug your earlobes. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.

Gold: E798-G  |  SIlver: E798-S

TRIPLE BAGUETTE BAR EARRINGS
$20 MSRP $50

Elevate your style with our Triple Baguette Bar Earrings! These 
studs showcase three dazzling baguette-cut cubic zirconia 
crystals, adding a touch of elegance. The 12mm bar length 
creates a sleek and modern look. Available in 18K gold ver-
meil or sterling silver, these earrings are the perfect accessory 
for any occasion. Packaged in our signature glass bottle

Gold: E803-G
Silver: E803-S

DOUBLE CRYSTAL POST HOOP EARRINGS
$21 MSRP $53

Boost your style with our Double Crystal Post Hoop Earrings! 
These stunning earrings feature a double hoop design, with 
one side in solid gold and the other adorned with spar-
kling cubic zirconia pave set crystals. It gives the illusion of 
two hoops in one, without the need for additional piercings. 
Made in 18K gold vermeil, post earring with butterfly backing. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

E801-G
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SAFETY PIN HOOP EARRINGS
$28 MSRP: $68

Available in 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling 
silver plated in 18K gold) or sterling silver.  
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E528-G  
Silver: E528-S

TALL CRYSTAL BAR HUGGIE HOOP 
EARRINGS
$28 MSRP $68

Add a touch of elegance to your look with our Tall 
Crystal Bar Huggie Hoop Earrings. These stunning 
huggie hoops feature a pave cubic zirconia crystal bar 
that adds a touch of sparkle. Charm measures 15mm 
in length, while the huggie hoops are 12mm in diame-
ter. Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. The 
crystal bar is easily removable, giving you the option 
to wear the huggie hoops on their own. Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E811-G  |  Silver: E811-S

TALL SPIKE HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
$28 MSRP $68

Make a bold statement with our Tall Spike Huggie 
Hoop Earrings. These huggie hoops feature a styl-
ish spike charm measuring 15mm in length, crafted in 
18K gold vermeil. The 12mm diameter huggie hoops, 
also in 18K gold vermeil, offer a touch of elegance. 
The removable spike charm allows for versatile styling 
options, perfect for wearing the hoops on their own. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E808-G  |  Silver: E808-S

CLASSIC 12MM HINGED HUGGIE 
HOOP EARRINGS
$20 MSRP $50

Classic style hoop with a hinge closure for easy 
opening and closing. Hoops measure 12mm 
diameter. Available in sterling silver or 18K gold 
vermeil (solid sterling silver with 18K gold plat-
ing). Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E792-G
Silver: E792-S
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OPEN HEART HINGED HUGGIE 
HOOP EARRINGS
$21 MSRP $55

Huggie style heart hoop earrings measure 
15mm. Hinge closure. Available in 18K gold 
vermeil. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.

Gold: E761-G  
Silver: E761-S

HEXAGON HINGED HUGGIE 
HOOP EARRINGS
$23 MSRP $57

Hoop measures 14mm diameter with a 
hinged closure. Available in 18K gold vermeil 
(sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or ster-
ling silver. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.
Gold: E724-G
Silver: E724-S

WIDE HINGED HUGGIE HOOP 
EARRINGS 
$21 • MSRP: $55

Measure 12mm diameter. Hinge closure.  
Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle. 

Gold E686-G
Silver: E686-S

TWISTED HINGED HUGGIE HOOP 
EARRINGS
$19 MSRP $48

Hoop measures 12mm diameter with a 
hinged closure. Available in 18K gold vermeil 
(sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or ster-
ling silver. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.

Gold: E725-G
Silver: E725-S
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HEXAGON HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
$19 • MSRP: $48

Measure approximately 0.4 inches. Available 
in 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver 
plated in 18K gold) or sterling silver. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E655-G
Silver: E655-S

WIDE HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
$19 • MSRP: $48

Hoop measures 12mm diameter. Available in 
18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. Packaged 
in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E588-G 
Silver: E588-S

CLASSIC HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS  
$17 • MSRP: $43

Hoops measure 12mm diameter. Available in 
18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver with 18K 
gold plating) or sterling silver. Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E587-G 
Silver: E587-S

WAVY HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
$21 MSRP $55

Wavy style huggie hoop earring. Hoop mea-
sures 14mm diameter. Available in 18K gold 
vermeil or sterling silver. Packaged in our sig-
nature glass bottle.

Gold: E760-G
Silver: E760-S
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SAFETY PIN ENAMEL HOOP 
EARRINGS
$28 MSRP $68

Add a touch of edgy charm to your style 
with our Safety Pin Enamel Hoop Earrings. 
These earrings feature a safety pin design 
with vibrant enamel details. Made in 18K 
gold vermeil, they measure 22mm in length. 
Available in black, red, green, and blue 
enamel, these earrings are a fun and versa-
tile addition to your accessory collection. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Red: E799-G-RED
Green: E799-G-GRN
Black: E799-G-BLK

TWISTED ENAMEL HOOP EARRINGS
Lightweight enamel coated twisted hoop earrings over brass. Surgical 
steel post. Hoops measures 15mm diameter with a snap bar closure. 
Available in green and peri. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

$18 MSRP $45

Black: E773-BLK
Magenta: E773-MAG
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Gold + green: E671-G-GRN
Gold + red: E796-G-RED
Gold + orange: E671-G-ORG
Gold + black: E796-G-BLK

Gold + mint: E671-G-MINT
Gold + peri: E671-G-PERI
Gold + white: E796-G-WHT
Gold + Magenta: E796-G-MAG
Silver + Black: E796-S-BLK

ENAMEL HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
$22 MSRP $55
Our enamel huggie hoop earrings hug your ear perfectly. They open and close easily with a hinge component. 
Hoops measure 12mm. Available in 18K gold vermeil (925 sterling silver with 18K gold plating) Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle.

PETITE PALETTE ENAMEL POST HOOP EARRINGS

Lightweight enamel coated hoop earrings over brass. Hoops measures 15mm diameter with a surgical steel post and 
backing. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Red: E772-RED 
Orange: E772-ORG
Yellow: E772-YLW
Green: E772-GRN
Blue: E772-BLU
Peri: E772-PERI

Turquoise: E772-TRQ
Fuschia: E772-FUCH
White: E772-WHT
Magenta: E772-MAG
Black: E772-BLK
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HEART HUGGIE HOOP EARRINGS
$30 MSRP $68

18K gold vermeil hoop (sterling silver with 18K gold plating) with hinge closure.
18K gold vermeil with enamel detail. Sterling silver with black enamel detail. Hoop measures 12mm

outside diameter. Charm measures 7x9mm. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E701-G-BLK
Gold: E701-G-PNK
Gold: E701-G-RED

Gold: E701-G-YLW
Silver: E701-S-BLK
Gold: E701-G-PERI

PETITE HEART ENAMEL STUDS
$19 MSRP $48

Petite Heart stud earrings with enamel. Studs measure approximately 6mm. Made from 18K gold vermeil.
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E700-G-RED
Gold: E700-G-BLK
Gold: E700-G-BLU

Gold: E700-G-PNK
Gold: E700-G-GRN
Gold: E700-G-YLW

Gold: E700-G-TRQ
Gold: E700-G-PERI
Silver: E700-S-BLK
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Designed for 2nd
and 3rd piercings

TINY HEART STUD EARRINGS
$14 MSRP $35

Step up your style game with our Tiny Heart 
Stud Earrings! These 4mm studs are simply 
adorable and come in your choice of 18K gold 
vermeil or sterling silver. Perfect for second and 
third piercings, they add a delightful touch of 
love to your ear party. Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.

Gold: E-TINY-HRT-G  |  Silver: E-TINY-HRT-S

TINY STAR STUD EARRINGS
$14 MSRP $35

Add a celestial touch to your style with our 
Tiny Star Stud Earrings! Measuring 4mm, these 
petite studs are available in 18K gold vermeil or 
sterling silver. Perfect for second and third pierc-
ings, they bring a touch of cosmic charm to your 
everyday look. Shine bright like a star! Packaged 
in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E-TINY-STR-G  |  Silver: E-TINY-STR-S

CLASSIC CRYSTAL PRONG SET 
STUD EARRINGS
$14 MSRP $35

Complete your look with our timeless Classic 
Crystal Prong Set Stud Earrings. These elegant 
studs feature sparkling cubic zirconia crystals, 
delicately set in prongs. With a 3mm size, they 
are ideal for second and third piercings. Choose 
between 18K gold vermeil or solid sterling silver 
for a touch of sophistication. Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle.

Gold: E809-G-CRYS  |  SIlver: E809-S-CRYS

TINY SKULL STUD EARRINGS
$15 MSRP $37

Create an edgy style with our Tiny Skull Stud 
Earrings! Measuring 5mm, these petite studs 
are available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling sil-
ver. Perfect for second and third piercings, they 
bring a hint of rebellious charm to your every-
day ensemble. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.

Gold: E-TINY-SKULL-G  |  Silver: E-TINY-SKULL-S
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MUSHROOM CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS 
$17 MSRP $43

These adorable studs stand approximately 6.5mm 
tall, are crafted in sterling silver and adorned with 
dazzling cubic zirconia crystals. Packaged in our sig-
nature glass bottle.

Gold: E-TINY-MUSHROOM-G
Silver: E-TINY-MUSHROOM-S

HEART OUTLINE STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Heart outline stud earrings measure 7mm wide. 
Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E788-G  |  SIlver: E788-S

XO STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E2-XO-G  |  Silver: E2-XO-S

WEINER DOG STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

These adorable earrings feature dachs-
hund-shaped studs measuring 10mm in length. 
Choose from 18K gold vermeil or solid sterling 
silver for a lasting and versatile accessory that 
will make any dog lover smile. Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle.

Gold: E805-G |  SIlver: E805-S

TINY SNAKE STUD EARRINGS
$15 MSRP $37

These adorable snake studs measure 6mm and 
are available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling sil-
ver. Their petite size makes them perfect for 
second or third piercings, allowing you to create 
a unique and eye-catching ear stack. Packaged 
in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E802-G  |  SIlver: E802-S
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STARFISH STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-STRFSH-G
Silver: E-STRFSH-S

SEAHORSE STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-SEAHRS-G
Silver: E-SEAHRS-S

SHELL STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-SHELL-G
Silver: E-SHELL-S

SEA TURTLE STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-TURTLE-G
Silver: E-TURTLE-G

CROSS STUD EARRINGS 
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E574-G 
Silver: E574-S

EYE STUD EARRINGS 
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E570-G

LOCK & KEY STUD EARRINGS  
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E618-G 
Silver: E618-S

LLAMA STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43 
Gold: E582-G

BAR DASH STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E424-G
Silver: E424-S

HAPPY FACE STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Happy face measures 6mm. Available in 18K gold 
vermeil (sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or ster-
ling silver. Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: E715-G  |  Silver: E715-S
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BUMBLE BEE STUD EARRINGS 
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E596-G
Silver: E596-S

PALM TREE STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-EMJ-PALM-G
Silver: E-EMJ-PALM-S

BUTTERFLY STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E635-G
Silver: E635-S

PINEAPPLE STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-EMJ-PINE-G
Silver: E-EMJ-PINE-S

CACTUS STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-EMJ-CACTUS-G
Silver: E-EMJ-CACTUS-S

STAR AND MOON STUD 
EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E2-STR-MOON-G
Silver: E2-STR-MOON-S

CRESCENT MOON STUD 
EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-MOON-G
Silver: E-MOON-S

STAR STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-STR-G
Silver: E-STR-S

HEART STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-HRT-G
Silver: E-HRT-S

LIGHTNING BOLT STUD 
EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Gold: E-BOLT-G
Silver: E-BOLT-S
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LETTER STUD EARRINGS
Price: $17 • MSRP: $43

Letters measure approximately 0.25 inches.
Available in 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or sterling silver.

18K Gold Vermeil: E-”A”-G
Sterling Silver: E-”A”-S

CRYSTAL AND LETTER STUD EARRINGS
Price: $17 • MSRP: $43

Letters measure approximately 0.25 inches. Available in 18K gold vermeil
(solid sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or sterling silver. WIth a single clear crystal CZ.

18K Gold Vermeil: E-CRYS-”A”-G
Sterling Silver: E-CRYS-”A”-S

HEART AND LETTER STUD EARRINGS
Price: $17 • MSRP: $43

Letters & hearts measure approximately 0.25 inches. Available in 18K gold vermeil
(solid sterling silver with 18K gold plating) or sterling silver.

18K Gold Vermeil: E-HRT-”A”-G

Sterling Silver: E-HRT-”A”-S
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BIG CHILL CHAIN NECKLACE
$55 MSRP $138

18K gold vermeil and enamel chill pill on gold filled rope chain. Chill pill measures .75 inches and func-
tions as a "screw closure" clasp. Total necklace length is 17 inches.

N827-G-BLK
N827-G-PNK
N827-G-TRQ
N827-G-RED
N827-S-BLK
N827-S-TRQ
N827-G-GRN
N827-G-BLU
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ENAMEL HEART LOCKET
Price: $34 MSRP: $78

Available in cobalt blue, turquoise, white, black, rose 
quartz pink, kelly green, and of course, coral red. Our 
locket measures 0.6 inches and is made of 18K gold 
vermeil with hand painted enamel. The gold-filled chain 
is adjustable to 16-18 inches. As always, this enamel heart 
necklace locket is made to last for a lifetime of love. It 
can be opened to store a mini photo or anything else you 
need to hold close. Packaged in our signature glass bottle. 

Gold + Cobalt Blue: N743-G-BLU 
Gold + Turquoise: N743-G-TRQ
Gold + White: N743-G-WHT
Gold + Black: N743-G-BLK
Gold + Coral Red: N743-G-RED
Gold + Rose Quartz Pink: N743-G-PNK
Gold + Kelly Green: N743-G-GRN

CHILL PILL ENAMEL CHARM NECKLACE
$33 MSRP: $76 

These beauties are made to last a lifetime of 
CHILLAXING. Charm measures 0.2 x 0.7 inches.  
Available in a variety of colored enamel. 18K gold 
vermeil or sterling silver charm with gold-filled or 
sterling silver chain. Adjustable length of 16-18 inches. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold + Black: N819-G-BLK 
Gold + Coral: N819-G-CORAL
Gold + Pink: N819-G-PNK
Gold + Sunshine N819-G-YLW
Gold + Turquoise: N819-G-TRQ
Gold + Olive: N819-G-OLV
Gold + Emerald Green: N819-G-GRN
Gold + Navy Blue: N819-G-BLU
Gold + Peri: N819-G-PERI
Silver + Navy Blue: N819-S-BLU
Silver + Black: N819-S-BLK
Silver + Turquoise: N819-S-TRQ
Gold + Fushcia: N819-G-FUCH
Gold + White: N819-G-WHT
Gold + Magenta: N819-G-MAG
Silver + Peri: N819-S-PERI
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TENNIS RACKET ENAMEL CHARM

Get ready to serve up some fun with our Tennis Racket Enamel Charm! 
Measuring 20mm in length, it features a black enamel “grip” and a 
sparkling cubic zirconia crystal “ball”. Made in 18K gold vermeil, this 
playful charm adds a sporty touch to your favorite chain or bracelet. 
Game on! 

COMPLETE CHARM NECKLACE
Adjustable 16-18 inch gold-filled chain.
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.
N948-G
$33 MSRP $76

LIGHTNING BOLT CHARM

Unleash your electrifying style with our Lightning Bolt 
Charm! Standing at 12mm in height, it’s made in 18K 
gold vermeil and sterling silver. This charm adds a jolt of 
energy to your favorite chain or bracelet, making it per-
fect for those who radiate with a fun and adventurous 
spirit. The elongated loop connector effortlessly fits over 
most chains, allowing for easy customization. 

COMPLETE CHARM NECKLACE
Adjustable 16-18 inch gold-filled or sterling silver chain.
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N950-BOLT-G $33 MSRP $76
Silver: N950-BOLT-S $31 MSRP $71
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STAR CHARM

Show off your stellar style with our Star Charm! Standing at 
12mm in height, this charm allows your inner star to take cen-
ter stage! It’s perfect to add to your favorite chain or small 
beaded necklaces. Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling 
silver. The elongated loop connector effortlessly fits most 
chains. 

COMPLETE CHARM NECKLACE
Adjustable 16-18 inch gold-filled or sterling silver chain.
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.
Gold: N950-STR-G $33 MSRP $76
Silver: N950-STR-S $31 MSRP $71

PUFFY HEART CHARM

Spread the love with our Puffy Heart Charm! Standing at 
12mm in height, it’s made in18K gold vermeil, ensuring last-
ing shine and quality. This charming accessory adds a touch 
of joy and love to your collection. The elongated loop con-
nector effortlessly fits over most chains, allowing for easy 
customization. 

COMPLETE CHARM NECKLACE
Adjustable 16-18 inch gold-filled or sterling silver chain.
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.
Gold: N950-HRT-G $33 MSRP $76
Silver: N950-HRT-S $31 MSRP $71
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PETITE GEMSTONE BEADED 
NECKLACE
$29 MSRP $68

Get ready to rock your style with our Petite 
Gemstone Beaded Necklaces! Available in black 
onyx, green malachite, blue lapis, and red-or-
ange carnelian, these necklaces feature 2mm 
faceted cut beads that add a subtle touch of 
sparkle. With an adjustable length of 16-18”, 
they’re perfect for layering and adding your 
favorite charms. Handcrafted with care on sturdy 
nylon cording, they’re finished with a gold ver-
meil lobster clasp. Let your vibrant personal-
ity shine through with these fun and versatile 
necklaces.

Red-Orange Carnelian: N951-CAR
Green Malachite: N951-MAL
Blue Lapis: N951-LAP
Black Onyx: N951-ONYX

PETITE GEMSTONE BEADED 
BRACELET
$20 MSRP $48

Add a touch of elegance to your wrist with our 
Petite Gemstone Beaded Bracelet. Choose 
from black onyx, green malachite, blue lapis, 
or red-orange carnelian. The 2mm faceted cut 
beads offer a subtle sparkle. Handcrafted on 
durable nylon cording and completed with a 
gold vermeil lobster clasp, with an adjustable 
length of 6.5-7.5 inches

Red-Orange Carnelian: B433-CAR
Green Malachite: B433-MAL
Blue Lapis: B433-LAP
Black Onyx: B433-ONYX
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AVOCADO ENAMEL CHARM

Add a dash of fun to your style with our Avocado Enamel 
Charm! Standing at 12mm in height, it showcases a tiger-
eye gemstone center “pit” for a playful touch. Made in 
18K gold vermeil, this charm is sold individually, making it 
perfect for adding to your favorite chain or small beaded 
necklaces. The elongated loop connector effortlessly fits 
over most chains, allowing for easy customization. 

COMPLETE CHARM NECKLACE
Adjustable 16-18 inch gold-filled chain.
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.
N947-G
$33 MSRP $76

AVOCADO ENAMEL STUD EARRINGS
$20 MSRP $50

Get ready to rock your style with our Avocado Enamel 
Stud Earrings! These 8mm studs showcase a vibrant green 
enamel finish and a tiger-eye gemstone “pit” at the cen-
ter. Made with 18K gold vermeil, these earrings add a 
playful touch to any outfit. Perfect for avocado lovers! 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

E804-G
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EGG ON TOAST ENAMEL CHARM

Bring a playful twist to your style with our Egg on Toast 
Enamel Charm! Measuring 12mm, it showcases a white 
enamel egg with a delightful yellow jade gemstone yolk. 
Made in 18K gold vermeil, this charming piece is sold 
as a charm, perfect for adding to your favorite chain or 
small beaded necklaces. The elongated loop connec-
tor effortlessly fits over most chains, allowing for easy 
customization.

COMPLETE CHARM NECKLACE
Adjustable 16-18 inch gold-filled chain.
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.
N946-G
$33 MSRP $76

BACON AND EGG ENAMEL STUD 
EARRINGS
$20 MSRP $50

Start your day with a side of style with our Bacon and 
Egg Enamel Stud Earrings! These mismatched studs 
are a playful and unique addition to your jewelry collec-
tion. Featuring enamel finishes and a yellow cubic zirco-
nia “yolk,” these earrings measure approximately 8mm in 
height. Available in 18K gold vermeil for a lasting shine. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

E806-G
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PRETZEL CRYSTAL CHARM

Have some fun with our Pretzel Crystal Charm! Stands at 12mm height 
and sparkles with pave set 1mm cubic zirconia crystals. Made in 18K 
gold vermeil, it’s perfect to add to your favorite chain or small beaded 
necklaces. The elongated loop connector effortlessly fits most chains. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

COMPLETE CHARM NECKLACE
Adjustable 16-18 inch gold-filled chain.
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.
N945-G
$29 MSRP $68

TINY PRETZEL CRYSTAL STUD EARRINGS
$17 MSRP $43

Complete your snack-inspired style with our Tiny Pretzel Crystal Stud 
Earrings. These adorable 5mm pretzel studs are adorned with spar-
kling cubic zirconia crystals, adding a touch of glamour. Made in 18K 
gold vermeil, their petite size makes them ideal for second and third 
piercings, allowing you to showcase your unique taste. Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

E810-G
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HEART OUTLINE ENAMEL 
NECKLACE
$29 MSRP $68

Get ready to add a playful touch to your style 
with our Heart Outline Enamel Necklace! 
Featuring an 11mm wide heart pendant, 
crafted in sterling silver and plated with 18K 
gold, it exudes love and fun. The gold-filled 
cable chain is adjustable from 16-18 inches 
and fastens with a lobster clasp. Perfect for 
everyday wear! Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.

Red: N943-G-RED
Green: N943-G-GRN
Black: N943-G-BLK

HEART OUTLINE ENAMEL 
BRACELET
$25 MSRP $58

Add a touch of charm to your wrist with our 
Heart Outline Enamel Bracelet. The 11mm 
heart charm is cast in sterling silver, plated 
with 18K gold, and beautifully enameled. The 
bracelet features a gold-filled drawn cable 
chain with an adjustable length of 6-7.5 inches, 
secured with a lobster-style clasp.

Red: B429-G-RED
Green: B429-G-GRN
Black: B429-G-BLK
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HEART OUTLINE ENAMEL HUGGIE 
HOOP EARRINGS
$28 MSRP $68

Enhance your style with our Heart Outline 
Enamel Huggie Hoop Earrings. These huggie 
hoops feature a charming enamel heart out-
line, measuring 11mm. Available in black, red, 
green, and blue enamel.  The huggie hoops 
are 12mm in diameter. Both charm and hoop 
are made from 18K gold vermeil. The hearts 
are easily removable, allowing you to wear the 
huggie hoops on their own for a versatile look. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Red: E812-G-RED
Green: E812-G-GRN
Black: E812-G-BLK

HEART OUTLINE ENAMEL RING
$30 MSRP $68

Complete your look with our Heart Outline Enamel 
Ring. Crafted with 18K gold vermeil, this ring features 
a charming heart outline design enhanced with an 
enamel finish. Available in black, red, green, and blue, 
it allows you to express your personal style. Choose 
from sizes 6, 7, or 8 for a perfect fit and add a touch of 
elegance to any outfit. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.

Red: R293-G-RED-(SIZE)
Green: R293-G-GRN-(SIZE)
Black: R293-G-BLK-(SIZE)
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EYE CRYSTAL CHARM NECKLACE

Eye charm with a single crystal. Charm measures 
10mm daimeter. Available in 18K gold vermeil or 
sterling silver. Gold-filled or sterling silver chain. 
Adjustable length 16-18 inches. Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle.

Gold: N935-G $29 MSRP $68
Silver: N935-S $25 MSRP $58

HEART CRYSTAL OUTLINE CHARM 
NECKLACE

Heart outline charm in a pave setting with cubic 
zirconia crystals. Charm measures 12mm daime-
ter. Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling sil-
ver. Gold-filled or sterling silver chain. Adjustable 
length 16-18 inches. Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.

Gold: N927-G $29 MSRP $68
Silver: N927-S $25 MSRP $58

CIRCLE CRYSTAL OUTLINE CHARM 
NECKLACE

Circle charm in a pave setting with cubic zirconia 
crystals. Charm measures 9mm diameter. Gold-
filled or sterling silver chain. Adjustable length 
16-18 inches. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle.

Gold: N931-G $29 MSRP $68
SIlver: N931-S $25 MSRP $58

HEART CRYSTAL CHARM 
NECKLACE

Heart charm in a pave setting with cubic zirco-
nia crystals. 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver 
charm measures 9mm. Gold-filled or sterling 
silver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N919-G-CRYS $29 MSRP $68
Silver: N919-S-CRYS $25 MSRP $58
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ROUND CRYSTAL CHARM 
NECKLACE

Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver 
plated in 18K gold) or sterling silver. Pave 
setting with cubic zirconia crystals. Chain is 
gold-filled or sterling silver with a 16-18 inch 
adjustable length. Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.
 

Gold: N835-G $29 MSRP: $68
Silver: N835-S $25 MSRP: $58

HORSESHOE CRYSTAL CHARM 
NECKLACE 

Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver 
plated in 18K gold) or sterling silver. Pave 
setting with cubic zirconia crystals. Chain is 
gold-filled or sterling silver with a 16-18 inch 
adjustable length. Packaged in our signature 
glass bottle.

Gold: N834-G $29 MSRP: $68
Silver: N834-S $25 MSRP: $58

PETITE CRYSTAL BEZEL NECKLACE

Single cubic zirconia crystal in a bezel setting 
on a vintage style rope chain. Charm mea-
sures 6mm diameter. Available in 18K gold 
vermeil or sterling silver. Gold-filled or sterling 
silver chain. Adjustable length 16-18 inches. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N930-G $29 MSRP $68
SIlver: N930-S $25 MSRP $58

SOLID LIGHTNING BOLT  
CHARM NECKLACE

Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver plated 
in 18K gold) or sterling silver. Chain is gold-filled or 
sterling silver with a 16-18 inch adjustable length. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N-BOLT-G $25 MSRP: $58
Silver: N-BOLT-S $22 MSRP: $52
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PERFECt CHARM NECKLACE

Embrace the idea that perfection is found in individuality 
and self-expression. This PERFECt Charm Necklace mea-
sures 22mm wide, is available in 18K gold vermeil or ster-
ling silver. The adjustable 16-18 inch cable chain in gold 
filled or sterling silver features a lobster clasp closure. Get 
ready to elevate your style! Packaged in our signature 
bottle.

Gold: N944-G $26 MSRP $60
Silver: N944-S $23 MSRP $52

PERFECt BRACELET

Complete your look with our PERFECt Bracelet. The 
22mm charm embodies perfection and self-expression, 
available in 18K gold vermeil or solid sterling silver. The 
gold-filled or sterling silver drawn cable chain adds a 
touch of elegance. With an adjustable length of 6-7.5 
inches and a secure lobster-style clasp, it’s a must-have for 
self-expression through jewelry.

Gold: B430-G $24 MSRP $55
Silver: B430-S $21 MSRP $48

CROSS CHARM NECKLACE 

Available in 18K gold vermeil (sterling silver plated 
in 18K gold) or sterling silver. Chain is gold-filled or 
sterling silver with a 16-18 inch adjustable length. 
Packaged in our signature glass bottle.

Gold:N840-G $25 MSRP: $58
Silver: N840-S $22 MSRP: $52
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RAY OF SUNSHINE CHARM 
NECKLACE

Available in 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver 
charm. Gold-filled or sterling silver rope chain 
adjustable to 22-24 inches. Engraved  with 
“I’m a ray of f-ing sunshine”. Ships with our 
signature, branded muslin bag.

Gold: N687-G $40 MSRP $98
Silver: N687-S $38 MSRP $93

BADASS CHARM NECKLACE

This one word necklace is made to last from 18K 
gold vermeil or sterling silver charm with gold-
filled or sterling silver chain. Charm measures 
approximately 0.75 inches wide. Adjustable 
length of 16-18 inches. Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle.

Gold: N511-G $26 MSRP $60
Silver: N511-S $23 MSRP $52

MAMA CHARM NECKLACE 

Charm measures approximately 0.75 inches 
wide. 18K gold vermeil or sterling silver 
charm with gold-filled or sterling silver chain. 
Adjustable length of 16-18 inches. Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle.

Gold: N-MAMA-SCRIPT-G $26 MSRP $60
Silver: N-MAMA-SCRIPT-S $23 MSRP: $52
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LARGE HEART PENDANT
ON LARGE LINK CHAIN

Our big heart necklace is made from 18K gold vermeil or 
sterling silver so that it will last a lifetime. Gold-filled or 
sterling silver antique style, large link chain, adjustable up 
to 19 inches. Charm measures 1 x 1.2 inches. Ships with 
our signature, branded muslin bag. 

Gold: N826-G $90 MSRP $180
Silver: N826-S $80 MSRP $160

SMALL HEART LOCKET

Charm measures 0.5 inches. 18K gold vermeil or sterling 
silver charm with gold-filled or sterling silver chain. 
Adjustable length of 16-18 inches. Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle.

Gold: N711-G $34 MSRP $78
Silver: N711-S $34 MSRP $78
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LARGE LINK CHAIN NECKLACE

Adjustable length up to 18 inches. 14K gold-filled or sterling silver chain. Ships with our signature, branded muslin 
bag.

Gold: N863-G $72 MSRP: $144
Silver: N863-S $45 MSRP: $90

LARGE LINK CHAIN BRACELET

Thin and feminine links, this will easily become your everyday bracelet. Made to last in 14k gold-filled or sterling sil-
ver chain. Adjustable up to 7.5 inches. Ships with our signature, branded muslin bag.

Gold: B335-G  $35 MSRP: $70 
Silver: B335-S  $24 MSRP: $48
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THICK PAPERCLIP CHAIN NECKLACE

A nice weight paperclip chain that looks equally cool worn alone or as part of a layered look. This will easily become 
your every day necklace Made to last in 14K gold-filled or sterling silver chain. Adjustable up to 18 inches. Ships with 
our signature, branded muslin bag.

Gold: N867-G $98 MSRP $196
Silver: N867-S $55 MSRP $110

THICK PAPERCLIP CHAIN BRACELET

A nice weight paperclip chain that looks equally cool worn alone or as part of a layered look. This will easily become 
your everyday bracelet. Made to last in 14k gold-filled or sterling silver chain. Adjustable up to 7.5 inches. Ships with 
our signature, branded muslin bag.

Gold: B383-G  $50 MSRP $100
Silver: B383-S  $28 MSRP $56
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LONG AND SHORT CHAIN NECKLACE

This Long and Short Chain Necklace features a beautiful antique style chain, available in either gold-filled or sterling 
silver. The necklace has an adjustable length of 16-18 inches with a spring clasp, allowing for a comfortable fit. Its 
unique design of alternating long and short links creates a stylish and elegant look.

Gold: N937-G $35 MSRP $70
SIlver: N937-S $25 MSRP $50

BOX CHAIN NECKLACE

This Box Chain Necklace features a rectangle box chain and is available in gold-filled. The necklace has an adjustable 
length of 16-18 inches with a spring ring clasp, making it versatile and perfect for layering with other necklaces. Its 
sleek and modern design makes it a timeless piece for any wardrobe.

Gold: N938-G $56 MSRP $112

LONG AND SHORT CHAIN BRACELET

This Long and Short Chain Bracelet features a beautiful antique style chain, available in either gold-filled or sterling 
silver. The bracelet has an adjustable length of 6-7.5 inches and is finished with a secure lobster clasp, ensuring it 
stays comfortably on your wrist.

Gold: B426-G $24 MSRP $48
SIlver: B426-S $19 MSRP $38

BOX CHAIN BRACELET

This Box Chain Bracelet features a vintage style box chain and is available in gold-filled. The bracelet has an adjust-
able length of 6-7.5 inches, making it easy to fit on any wrist. Its classic and timeless design makes it a versatile 
accessory for any occasion.

Gold: B428-G $32 MSRP $65
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HERRINGBONE CHAIN NECKLACE

18K gold vermeil or sterling silver Herringbone style chain necklace Adjustable length 16-18 inches with gold vermeil 
lobster clasp. Ships with our signature, branded muslin bag.

Gold: N859-G $44 MSRP $88
Silver: N859-S $44 MSRP $88

HERRINGBONE CHAIN BRACELET

18K gold vermeil or sterling silver Herringbone chain bracelet. Gold-filled lobster style clasp and extender chain. 
Adjustable length 6-7 inches. Ships with our signature, branded muslin bag.

Gold: B414-G $29 MSRP $58
Silver: B414-S $29 MSRP $58
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ROPE CHAIN NECKLACE

Adjustable length up to 18 inches  
14K gold-filled or sterling silver chain

Gold: N864-G $38 MSRP: $76
Silver: N864-S $30 MSRP: $60

THICK DRAWN CABLE CHAIN 
NECKLACE

Adjustable length up to 18 inches  
14K gold-filled or sterling silver chain

Gold: N866-G $45 MSRP: $90
Silver: N866-S $35 MSRP: $70

THIN DRAWN CABLE CHAIN 
NECKLACE

Adjustable length up to 18 inches  
14K gold-filled or sterling silver chain

Gold: N865-G $30 MSRP: $60
Silver: N865-S $25 MSRP: $50

BAR CHAIN NECKLACE

This Bar Chain Necklace features a tube bar chain 
and is available in either gold-filled or sterling 
silver. The necklace has an adjustable length of 
16-18 inches with a spring ring clasp, making it 
easy to wear and layer with other necklaces for a 
chic and modern look.

Gold: N939-G $40 MSRP $80
SIlver: N939-S $30 MSRP $60

SATELLITE CHAIN NECKLACE

The Satellite Chain Necklace boasts a delicate 
and unique design with tiny gold-filled or ster-
ling silver beads every 0.5 inch between the curb 
chain. The adjustable length of 16-18 inches with 
spring ring clasp makes it perfect for any neckline. 

Gold: N936-G $35 MSRP $70
SIlver: N936-S $25 MSRP $50
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CHILL PILL BRACELET
$34 MSRP $68

Chill pill measures 0.6 inches. Pill is cast in sterling silver 
and plated with 18K gold and enameled. Gold filled or 
sterling silver drawn cable chain. Adjustable length 6-7.5 
inches with a lobster style clasp. Ships with our signature 
branded muslin bag 

Gold + Black
Gold + Turquoise

Gold + Red
Gold + Green
Gold + Yellow

Gold + Pink Sky
Gold + Blue

Silver + Black
Silver + Turquoise

Gold + Peri
Gold+Magenta:

Silver+Peri: 

B385-G-BLK
B385-G-TRQ
B385-G-RED
B385-G-GRN
B385-G-YLW
B385-G-PNK
B385-G-BLU
B385-S-BLK
B385-S-TRQ
B385-G-PERI
B385-G-MAG
B385-S-PERI
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PALETTE ENAMEL CUFF BRACELET 
$16 MSRP $38

Enamel coated cuff bracelet over brass. Cuff is 5mm 
wide. Measures 2.25 inches diameter at widest point.
Available in green, peri, orange, red, blue and black. 
Ships with our signature, branded muslin bag.

Green: B423-GRN
Peri: B423-PERI
Orange: B423-ORG
Red: B423-RED
Blue: B423-BLU
Black: B423-BLK

BADASS BRACELET

14K gold-filled or sterling silver chain.
Measures 7 inches Lobster clasp with 2 inch extender 
chain. Ships with our signature branded muslin bag.

Gold: BSCRIPT-BADASS-G $24 MSRP $55
Silver: BSCRIPT-BADASS-S $21 MSRP $48

MAMA BRACELET

14K gold-filled or sterling silver chain.
Measures 7 inches. Lobster clasp with 2 inch extender 
chain. Ships with our signature branded muslin bag.

Gold: BSCRIPT-MAMA-G $24 MSRP: $55
Silver: BSCRIPT-MAMA-S $21 MSRP: $48
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MYSTIC GEMSTONE BRACELET
$16 MSRP $38

Gemstone beaded bracelet on a colored cord. Beads measure 
approximately 4mm. Adjustable length 7-9 inches. The mac-
rame slide closure makes it easy to find the right fit. Ships with 
our signature, branded muslin bag.

Pink Opal: B418-PNKOP
Amazonite: B418-AMAZON
Turquoise: B418-TRQ
Sunstone: B418-SUN
Lapis: B418-LAP
Moonstone: B418-MOON
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BADASS ENGRAVED RING
$30 MSRP: $68

Made with 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver 
plated with 2.5 microns of 18K gold) and sterling 
silver. Available in sizes 6, 7, 8. Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle packaging.

Gold: R288-G-SIZE  |  Silver: R288-S-SIZE

WTF ENGRAVED RING
$30 MSRP $68

Made with 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver 
plated with 2.5 microns of 18K gold) and sterling 
silver. Available in sizes 6, 7, 8. Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle packaging.

Gold: R286-G-SIZE  |  Silver: R286-S-SIZE

GRIT ENGRAVED RING
$30 MSRP $68

Made with 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver 
plated with 2.5 microns of 18K gold) or sterling 
silver. Available in sizes 6, 7, 8. Packaged in our 
signature glass bottle packaging.

Gold: R282-G-SIZE  |  Silver: R282-S-SIZE

HAPPY SIGNET RING
$30 MSRP $68

Made with 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling sil-
ver plated with 2.5 microns of 18K gold) or ster-
ling silver. Which means these are great qual-
ity that won’t turn your skin green. Smile circle is 
10.5mm. Available in sizes 6, 7, 8. Packaged in 
our signature glass bottle packaging.

Gold: R282-G-SIZE  |  Silver: R282-S-SIZE

MOOD RING
$30 MSRP $68

Made with 18K gold vermeil (solid sterling silver 
plated with 2.5 microns of 18K gold). Available 
in sizes 6, 7, 8. Packaged in our signature glass 
bottle packaging.

Gold: R292-G-(SIZE)
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WOOD DISPLAY TRAY

Measures 12 x 6 in.

I-KNTRAY
$10

BRACELET BAR DISPLAY
BRACELET-BAR-3   $20

This solid wood T-bar display features a full 12 inches of display space (and 6 in height). It can be 
put together and taken apart in seconds, without any tools.

The horizontal display bar is 1.5 inch in diameter with a natural color finish.

HOOP EARRINGS DISPLAY
HOOP-DISPLAY   $30

 Holds 12 pairs of hoops (4 rows of 3). Measures 6.5 x 10 x 3”

CUSTOM DISPLAYS

We designed our new displays to work well with our packaging.
We created these displays to maximize store real estate. Made of quality materials, and

craftmanship, these custom displays are versatile and allow for endless display possibilities.
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VERTICAL COUNTERTOP DISPLAY
I-KNBOTTLEDISPLAY-COUNTER $30

Maximize your store space with our Vertical Countertop Display. This display can hold up to 24 
bottles in a small footprint, taking advantage of vertical space. The display is easy to assemble 

and is the best way to securely showcase our signature bottle packaging.

Ships with a printed copy of the assembly instructions.
Measurements: 8” wide x 8.25” deep x 15.5” height

ANGLED COUNTERTOP DISPLAY
I-KNBOTTLEDISPLAY-ANGLED $40

Present your Kris Nations jewelry in style with our Angled Countertop Display. Crafted from fine 
wood, it offers a subtle tilt to beautifully showcase our unique glass bottle packaging, creating a 

captivating and eye-catching presentation. No assembly required. Display holds 16 bottles.

Overall display dimensions are: 12.25” wide, 7” long, 3” height. Arrives pre-assembled.


